Volume history and effect on airway reactivity in infants and adults.
Volume history is an important determinant of airway responsiveness. In healthy adults undergoing airway challenge, deep inspiration (DI) provides bronchodilating and bronchoprotective effects; however, the effectiveness of DI is limited in asthmatic adults. We hypothesized that, when assessed under similar conditions, healthy infants have heightened airway reactivity compared with healthy adults and that the effectiveness of DI is limited in infants. We compared the effect of DI on reactivity by using full (DI) vs. partial (no DI) forced-expiratory maneuvers on 2 days in supine, healthy nonasthmatic infants (21) and adults (10). Reactivity was assessed by methacholine doses that decreased forced expiratory flow after exhalation of 75% forced vital capacity during a full maneuver and maximal expiratory flow at functional residual capacity during a partial maneuver by 30% from baseline. Reactivity in adults increased when DI was absent, whereas infants' reactivity was unchanged. Infants were more reactive than adults in the presence of DI; however, adult and infant reactivity was similar in its absence. Our findings indicate that healthy infants are more reactive than adults and, like asthmatic adults, do not benefit from DI; this difference may be an important characteristic of airway hyperreactivity.